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Natural ventilation in Japan
aNatural ventilation and cross-ventilation
have been noticed as an important issue
in Japan for long time because of its hot
and humid climate in summer time.
aResearches on natural ventilation and
cross-ventilation has been conducted in
the early days in Japan.
aArchitectural Institute of Japan (AIJ) was
founded in 1886.

Natural ventilation in Japan
aThe first volume of AIJ Transactions, 1936,
`2 papers for ventilation and cross-ventilation,
`1 for acoustics
`4 for daylight in the field of building environment

aVolume 5 of AIJ Transactions in the next year,
1937
`3 papers for ventilation and cross-ventilation,
`2 for moisture,
`1 for thermal comfort
`3 for acoustics
` ‘ventilation path’ and ‘cross-ventilation’ were titled in
the papers in Volume 5.

Natural and Cross ventilation research in Japan

aAIJ Pamphlet Vol.3, No.7㻌
䠄1930䠅
“Ventilation and cooling”
exactly the same concept
with “ventilative cooling” !!
aMain discussions are
standard of ventilation
rate and calculation
theory.

Natural and Cross ventilation research in Japan
aAIJ Design Planning
Pamphlet Vol.3㻌
䠄1957䠅
“Indoor climate
design”
a䠟䡎䡋䡏䡏-ventilation
designs were
discussed.

Natural and Cross ventilation research in Japan

Natural research in Japan

aSome results by Japanese researchers in
the early days are useful even at the
present days but almost all papers were
written in Japanese unfortunately.

Brand-new book
aPublished by Natural
ventilation design WG,
AIJ (Architectural Institute
of Japan), 2013
aFocuses on nonresidential buildings,
company offices, public
offices, school buildings…
aNow preparing to
translate to English
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Two cases
High-rise office buildings
using natural ventilation system
CASE 1: Building outline

aLocation : Osaka, Japan
a41-storied (GL+195m)
high-rise office building
a106,000m2 in total floor
aDec. 2004 completed

Building outline

a57.6m x 36m in each floor

System outline

: Task ambient AC mode

aIn summer time, task and ambient zone is
achieved by under floor air supply (for task
zone) and ceiling outlet (for ambient zone)

System outline

: Natural ventilation mode

aSpring and Fall, ambient zone is naturally
ventilated if possible (conditions are pressure
difference, outside air temperature, humidity
and enthalpy).
System outline
aOccupants can select
‘directional’ or ‘diffusive’
airflow and flow rate of
task outlets.

: Selective task flow

System outline : Natural ventilation outlet
aAir outlets surround office room.

aShape of air outlets are welldesigned to guide the air to
interior by Coanda effect.

System outline : Natural ventilation concept
aChallenge to use Wind-induced
natural ventilation in high-rise
office building.

Controlling system
1.Natural ventilation system begins working when:
1)Indoor-outdoor pressure difference 50 Pa or less
2) Outside air temperature:
18ºC or more
3) Outside air humidity:
90% or less
4) Outside air enthalpy:
Less than indoor enthalpy
5) Room temperature:
㻌 㻌 䡬2Ԩأ㻌 Preset temperature 䠘+1 ºC䠖㻌 Partly open
㻌 㻌 +1Ԩأ㻌 Preset temperature 䠘+3 ºC䠖㻌 Fully open
2.Task/ambient air-conditioning system control system

1)Task air-conditioning:
㻌 Constant supply air temperature and static pressure control
2)Ambient air-conditioning:
㻌 VAV control to constant indoor temperature

9 years ago: Natural ventilation performance in a week
About 50% of
natural ventilation
openings were
opened.
Temperature
difference between
the east 䐟 and the
west 䐠 was 0.2Ԩ
on an average.

9 years ago: Natural ventilation performance in a year

The annual open time was 918 hours.
Natural ventilation could reduce cooling load on a
typical floor by 13.3%.
9 years ago in the planning stage
aCalculation of natural ventilation rate for 16
wind directions using wind pressure coefficient
obtained by wind tunnel tests.

aMeasurement of natural ventilation rate in the
real building.
aCFD analysis using measured ventilation rates
as boundary conditions.

Natural ventilation openings

Calculation results

North
wind

West
wind

CFD Analysis using measured data

CFD Analysis using measured data

CFD Results

: Wind velocities along the ceiling

West wind

North wind

aWest wind: Supplying air flows from west-side
openings to north-side along the ceiling , a part
of flow cannot reaches the interior zone.
aNorth wind: Well supplied to the whole room.
Flow visualization vs CFD analysis

Flow visualization vs CFD analysis
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Pollen measurement
- Pollen increases
in the half of April.

Daily average pollen

Pollen on Holidays and weekdays

- Pollen carried by
people is larger
than those coming
trough natural
ventilation
openings.

Noise level measurement
-Natural ventilation openings can reduce noise level by
20dB(A) when opened, and 25dB(A) when closed.
-Noise entering from the outside does not spoil working
conditions.

remarks
aWind-induced natural ventilation in high-rise
office building was achieved.
aCharacteristics of supplying the fresh air from
natural ventilation opening depends on the wind
direction.
aCFD analysis for natural ventilated room using
measured data or calculated flow rate by wind
pressure coefficient is useful.
aSome measurements are conducted concerning
the estimating problem when used NV system
but it has no problem.

more..
aMore interesting measurements and analyses
have already conducted.
`Long-term measurement of natural ventilation by
pressure differences, we can use the “big data” of
BEMS.
`Mean age of air for task ambient AC mode and
natural ventilation mode.
`Domination or contribution ratio of each outlets (task,
ambient and natural ventilation opening).

`Modeling of outlets in CFD to improve the accuracy.

Now, 9 years after…
aIt still works well.

Opening
time [hour/year]
⮬↛Ẽཱྀ㛤ᨺ㛫
h/ᖺ

aSocial demand for saving electricity is very strong
after earthquake and nuclear accident 2011.
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aNight purge by natural ventilation also works in
the night of summer time.
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Now, 9 years after…
aNot exactly NV but hybrid ventilation system.

aMost of the cooling load is removed by natural
ventilation.
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CASE 2: Building outline

aLocation : Osaka, Japan
a4 buildings, 600,000m2 in total floor
aFeb. 2013 completed, brand-new bldg.
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CASE 2: Building outline
a Many sustainable technologies are used.
a Different types of natural ventilation.
a Original naming and send messages and visualization of
technologies to the people.
wind-induced
“sky slit”

buoyancy-induced
“center void”

buoyancy-induced
“corner void”

wind-induced
“air intake”

CASE 2: Building outline named “air intake”

CASE 2: Building outline named “corner void”

CASE 2: Building outline

CASE 2: “corner void” type
aOccupants can select to use NV or not.
`if YES, move to Full NV mode (NV)
`If NO, move to three mode depending on control conditions.
_Hybrid mode (HV)
_Directly cooling by outdoor air (OA)
_Full AC mode (AC)
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3 way moving device for NV opening

Full AC

Outdoor air (OA)

Hybrid mode (HV)

Full NV
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Outdoor air mode (OA)
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Natural ventilation to room

Hybrid (HV) and Natural ventilation (NV) mode

Measurements and calculations.
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Annex 62 pilot buildings (2012, Tokyo)
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A college building (2008, Kagawa), using staircases

College building (2008, Kobe), shape of the chimney

remarks
aWe have many interesting buildings in Japan.
aNatural ventilation and hybrid ventilation
technologies are developed in these 10 years.
aCalculation in the design stage is enuogh.
aSimple long-term performance evaluation
(commissioning) is needed.
aThe measurement of ventilation rate (long-term,
simple, toughness..) is still the problem.

